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through building upgrades, repairs and cleaning can seem overwhelming. Between concerns of not going

we will

over budget, meeting the needs of tenants and the fear of a high turnover rate, it’s easy to feel trapped in

all the way to the front door. From carpeting to carpentry, we’ll have a

a tough market. With fast, reliable, professional service at reasonable rates, ProFinish Renovation gives

team of experts on site to get the job done. If there’s a service you need,

you back the freedom to attract new tenants and keep your existing ones.

or a material you need worked in, we’ll do it.

From the moment you call us we work to meet your needs, putting together a project schedule that fits

We pride ourselves on the reputation that comes with providing skilled

seamlessly with the busy demands of your own. Unlike many companies, we provide on time service for

work at an affordable rate. With quality and reliability as watchwords, we

any renovation, including on site cleanup after project completion. A 90

dedicate ourselves to meeting and exceeding our clients’ expectations.

hese days, shifts in the rental industry have sent property managers reeling. Trying to stay competitive

day guarantee on that

work gives you peace of mind, and shows our confidence in the expertise we offer.

rom ceramic and vinyl tiles, to drywall plaster and hardwood flooring,

install, renovate, and refinish from the bathroom

Our staff makes your renovation dreams a reality, and your renovation
nightmares, a thing of the past.

Our clients put themselves at ease when we take over a renovation project. Our dedication to

fast,

reliable, professional craftsmanship makes for providing everything from high quality building
materials, to the coffee that keeps our talented tradesmen working around the clock.
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147 Bentworth Ave.
Toronto, ON M6A 1P6
416.789.4004

www.profinishreno.com
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